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The Dance
Roshni Nandi – 10 years
I looked out the window of the car. “The weather today is cold and damp.” I sighed to my friend, Tanya. I
was tired of watching SpongeBob. “Don’t you have anything else?” I pleaded. Tanya shook her head no. In
approximately thirty minutes we arrived. I never wanted to watch SpongeBob for that long crammed in a car. I
was relieved that we were at our destination, The Dance at Broomfield Auditorium. Still it would have been
better if I stayed home…
Tanya’s mom told me that the dance was led by my dance teacher, Ms. Sangeeta Varma. Next, we took
some seats in the back row. I had no idea why. There were a lot of people. Most of the time I just saw heads
bobbing up and down. About thirty minutes later, there was a break. I hopped out of my seat excitedly. I
munched on my jalapeno sandwich. My tongue was on fire like forest fire but I didn’t care. Besides, it was bright
and sunny. After break, I trudged back to my seat. My eyes became tired of trying to watch the dancers. Slowly
my eye lids began to drop. “Cha, cha, cha” the bells of the dancers rung “Cha, cha cha.” Eventually I fell asleep.
When I woke up some people have already left, but there was still a lot of people. Ms. Sangeeta was
handing out trophies. “There are a few people from the audience I would like to call to the stage.” Ms. Sangeeta
said in Hindi. “What?!” I thought. In her hands were two glistening trophies.
“Roshni,” she called. I straightened up. “Was it me? Was she going to call me? What was going to
happen next? Was I prepared for whatever was going to happen next?” I frantically thought. Just then,
something came to me. I relaxed. I was cool as a cucumber. She probably wasn’t going to call me. “Nandi,
Tania Roy.” I was called. Me!! Any friend of course. We stumbled across the long steep aisle. A helper showed
us to a door that led outside. When we were outside, I got the chills. We slid to a door that led back stage. A
woman in a sari pushed us towards the stage. Ms. Sangeeta gave us our trophies. “Congratulations” she said. I
smiled.
I was so surprised that you could tip me over with chicken feather. The trophy was a foot long and on
the top there were three shooting stars. In the middle it was black, pink, orange, and yellow. I noticed something
on the bottom. It said “Roshni Nandi 2011.” Soon the program was over. We headed back to the car. Taniya
smiled at me. I smiled back.

***

Art by Ishani Bhaumik – 9 years
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Bubbles
Ronit Sanyal – 6 years
Hi I am a six year old boy. I have a fish. Its name is Bubbles and its a betta fish. He is orange and blue. He can
talk. He talks about bugs. He talks mostly about rolly polly and ants. He wants to know if they have legs and
eyes. I feed Bubbles gold fish food. One day his tank got so dirty that he almost died. But, he didnt. I like
watching him play. He doesn't have eyelids so he cannot blink. I wish Bubbles would stay with me forever. Love
you Bubbles.

Rainy Day
Ronit Sanyal – 6 years
Once upon a time, there was a boy. His mom asked him to get some worms so that they can go fishing. The boy
went outside to find worms. It was raining and the boy forgot his umbrella at home and got lost. He found some
worms because the "bird with an umbrella" helped him find some worms, and his dog found him and showed
him the way to home and they lived happily ever after.

***

Art by Rajarshi Bose

Art by Rayan Das
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My Groovy Adventures
Avishek Ghosh – 11 years
Hi my name is Avishek Ghosh and this year, I turned 11 and
now going on 12. I can now participate in many activities that I have
been thinking about doing all these years! I am so thankful and
excited about having done all of these many activities this year, that
now I am going to tell you about all of them!
One of the things I did is skiing. It was my first time skiing so I
felt scared, excited and very cold. It was on Valentine’s Day that I went
to Eldora Ski Resort along with my dad and my mom. We rented our
skies. The skis and boots were really heavy and on my first run, I fell
from their weight. My second time on the slopes, I came down side
ways unable to turn my skis. Then I got the flow of gliding down the
slope and managing my skis. I decided to use the poles to give me
balance and direction and I ended up doing many, many runs as I was
on the beginner’s hill. After that experience, I really want go ski again.
My parents were at the bottom of the hill taking pictures and videos.
My dad tried his new snow shoes and went on a back country hike as I
was skiing. The weather turned bad and as the snow flurries started, I
finished skiing and waited with my mom in the lodge for my dad to
return. Then we picked up my sister from Boulder, ate dinner and
returned home.
During my Spring Break we visited Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
Before we went, I did my research on the internet and found out about
many things I wanted to do there – whale watching, swimming with
dolphins, snorkeling to see the coral reefs, ride on a zip line, do a
jungle hike and swim in a natural pool under a waterfall.
The first thing we did in Puerto Vallarta was to take a boat
cruise in the big crescent shaped Banderas Bay around Puerto
Vallarta to watch whales. It was the last day before all the humpback
whales set off to Alaska and other cold water places. The end of
March is the end of the season for whale watching, as the whales that
came down from Alaska to spend the winter in the warmer waters of
South America, start to return back. We saw a baby whale and his
mom swimming and flipping their tails. My mom and dad saw two
whales jump out and flip their tails and but I was too busy taking
pictures. The baby whale went under our boat and created a mirror (a
mirror is where a diving whale creates a calm circle where a reflection
can be seen).
Our tour guide told us interesting facts about whales like how I
can crawl inside of a blue whale’s heart and the interesting habits they
have. It was a cool experience for me because I love animals.
After the whale watching experience I did something my sister
has always wanted to do but has not done yet – “to swim with a
dolphin”. We visited Vallarta Adventures where they raise and train
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dolphins. I was so excited to be in the pool with the dolphins the whole
entire time. There were two dolphins in our pool as we went in. A
dolphin came to my side at the direction of his trainer. I touched the
dolphin and I was so surprised because the dolphin’s skin was so
smooth like a person. I wonder who moisturizes their skin every day.
The dolphin kissed me and I kissed the dolphin back. The trainer and I
made hand gestures that made the dolphin sing. I also gave it a hug
and the dolphin danced with me.
The last thing I did was to see the dolphin race with another
dolphin around the pool. The dolphins shook up the pool water so
much that it seemed like an elephant had just jumped into the pool!
After that experience I am bound to do it with my kids.
One more of my great experiences was a jungle tour. We took
the “Jungle Trio” tour and got on a large tour bus and went into the
jungle around Puerto Vallarta. We stopped to see iguanas, flowers,
plants, and tropical fruits.. Then we stopped at a small village to visit
a Tequilla factory and ate lunch by a river. I saw tadpoles and tried to
catch them. I had to go into the river and tried countless times to catch
them with a plastic bag, but all I ended up with was wetting my hands
and feet. After eating we went back to our hotel and my dad and I went
into the hotel pool to cool down, as the jungle hike left me very hot.
That day was the mostly educational for me as I spent a lot of time with
nature and saw a variety of flora and fauna.
The next day, we took another boat cruise and stopped at a
cove near Los Arcos Islands in Banderas Bay, close to the old town of
Puerto Vallarta. It was just the end of March and the water was still
very cold! My dad was too afraid to go into that cold water. I had to
jump in and when I did, I got shocked from the cold. I withstood the
cold and I stayed in the water the whole time to see the corals and
colored fish swimming around the islands. Before we left for the
cruise, my dad bought me an underwater camera so I could take
pictures of the fish.
After the snorkeling, we cruised our way to a beach where we
did not get off the boat. We continued on the boat to the next inlet
cove and started our jungle hike. We had to take a long hike to get to
the natural waterfall and pool. The waterfall had fish in it and I took
pictures of the fish with my underwater camera. We ate fish, rice,
tortilla, and beans for lunch at a restaurant facing the bay. Finally, we
got back on the boat and then we realized that the kid’s park to do the
zip lining was near the first beach, where we did not get off!
So I missed doing the zip line on this trip, but did have a lot of
fun at the jungle waterfall and swimming in the natural pool. After
coming back from Mexico we threw a Holi party at our home in the
Pinery! It was my first holi party. This was my first time playing holi
with lots of different colors of “abir”. It was a lot of fun. We played
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holi and then cleaned up and changed clothes and played volleyball. We all had good Indian food. I played in
seven volleyball matches. The holi was good and mostly outside in our backyard, but our bathroom also looked
like some people played holi in it!
Now that I am home for the summer, I have only my usual activities to keep me busy during the summer
– swimming, horse riding in the Pinery, fishing at Bingham Lake, soccer, biking and hanging around the house
with my dad. The almost daily fishing trips to Bingham Lake has made me well aware of all the nooks and inlets
there and I am able to catch one – big or small - everytime. This knowledge gave me the edge as I participated
nd
in the 2014 Pinery Fishing Derby on August 2 and caught the biggest crawfish and was awarded the trophy for
my catch. While I have won several medals and ribbons in the past, this was my first every Trophy! I was so
excited to get my fishing trophy! I hope you come and visit our house and taste “my fresh catch of the day”, as I
am sure to continue my fishing adventures.
The last of my first ever adventures this year was a trip to Unser Racing Adventures to participate in a
kart race. I drove the kart over 30 miles per hour and took second place in my race. Before I could drive, I had
to go through their kids training and receive my license. I have always been wanting to try my hand at driving
and for the first time I drove all by myself. It was so much fun!
These are all of my first time experiences of this year. As I go back to school, I am still reminded of all
the new adventures that I have had this year. I hope all of you also get to do some of these adventures too.
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Art by Anaya Nandi – 5 years

Art by Ishani Bhaumik – 9 years
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Are we too dependent on technology?
Kritika Krori - Age 15 years
In our schools and workplaces today, there are more uses of technology than ever before. Over time,
more and more people in the world’s population start to depend on technology every day. All these technology
necessities spark this question: Are we too dependent on technology? Humans need to get away from
technology because too much dependency on it leads to declining health, leads to a decrease in social
interaction, and leads to a loss of academic curiosity.
First off, humans need to stay away from technology because of the bulge in declining health. According
to WebMD, “one of the most common ways to wreck your back is by sitting in front of a computer, with your
back hunched forward” (How to Wreck Your Back). As a result of this, more people have to start seeing the
doctor or go to physical therapy. All this technology use is destroying the posture of an ordinary person. Another
thing is that nowadays, “doctors are now prescribing digital detoxes” (Tahseen) to patients who are constantly
using technology and has taken a toll on their health. A digital detox is a treatment in which the patient is to stay
away from technology as much as possible to avoid further damaging their health. Technology has become so
popular that “society is pushed on technology to keep their jobs” (Clinton). Since our workforces require so
much use on technology, it can take a serious toll on their health.
Secondly, humans need to give a wide berth to technology because it advances a decrease in social
interaction. As reported by The Times of India, “technology makes relationships less personal”. As an example,
cyber lawyer Prashant Mali says: “college students aren’t directly interacting with each other anymore because
they are more concerned about their virtual friends than reality”. Due to the invention of social media outlets
such as: Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and Tumblr, people are more occupied with chatting and sharing
important events online, rather than communicating in person. As a consequence, only using technology to
communicate, social interactions between human beings is diminishing.
Lastly, humans need to steer clear of technology because it gives rise to a loss of academic curiosity.
The “younger generation will never experience what it is like to know how to build something with their bare
hands” (Clinton). According to Mary Ann Sala, who writes for Kaleidoscope, “the younger generation has lost its
curiosity to explore the world. Instead they are hiding behind a computer screen or Xbox game.” The younger
kids of today won’t be as curious, as it will not be until years later when they will be developing into young
adults. Technology has affected the children of the world greatly, to the point that every child will have a lesser
desire to learn anything new. “Laziness is a part of people becoming too dependent on technology” (Clinton).
To sum everything up, humans need to avoid being overly dependent on technology for three reasons.
The first one is that technology leads to declining health. People are now using digital detoxes as medication for
their declining health. The second reason is that relationships are made less personal. People are too busy
hiding behind a computer screen to see what is actually going on. The final reason is that there is a loss of
academic curiosity in the younger generation. Curiosity will never become known to mankind if this dependence
on technology keeps growing.
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Shuvo Bijoya
May Goddess Durga
bring Happiness and
Prosperity to you and your
Family.
Colorado Songwala, 2014

~ abhijit.1.sengupta@gmail.com)

।

।

উৎসারিত, আনুষরিক বাদ্যযন্ত্রেি ঘনঘটা অনুপরিত। চাপল্য আন্ত্রে, রকন্তু অগ্রহণন্ত্রযাগ্য চটু ল্তা ননই। বাঙাল্ীি
স্বাভারবক ভাবুক করব মন্ত্রনাভান্ত্রবি সন্ত্রি সিরতপূণণ।

।
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Flowers by Shreesha Halder – 8 years
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My Grandson Max T.S. Bazzle was born on January 23rd, 2014 in Boston,
Massachusetts. The proud parents are Pritha Sen and Timothy E. Bazzle. Max's Grandpa
and Grandma are Donald E. Bazzle and Diane N. Bazzle. Max has two aunts. His
'Mashi' is Priyanka Sen and 'Pishi' is Lisa Bazzle. His Dadu and Dida are Pankaj Sen
and Banasri Sen.
Max is a lovely, handsome, cheerful and friendly boy with beautiful smile. He is my " Prince
Max."
The Durga Puja ceremony in 2014 is Max's first Durga Puja. Although he is in Boston, we
are praying to Goddess Durga and her family to bless our grandson Max for a healthy,
prosperous, and long life.
My "Prince Max", with love and blessings,
Your Dida
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Indian Rail by Krisnendu Das

QUIET AFTERNOON
Roshmi Bhaumik
Glassy shimmering sheet of green,

A sudden drop, just a plop,

Edges lined frothy slime between,

Concentric rings spread atop,

Rows of tall spiky upright blades ,

In the middle, bubbles stirred,

Bulrushes with brown sausages.

Floating pearls come apart.

Black-yellow intricate design,

Gentle breeze rhythmic heaves,

Lively dragonfly settles awhile,

Dark and bright excited leaves,

Warm moist richness brings,

Far away from hustle bustle,

Fluttering heart-shaped wings.

Hearing leaves softly rustle.

Small dark swarms in the air,

Birds chirping sweet melodies,

Tiny gnats vying for their share,

Cotton waves on pale blue seas,

A honking flock of geese,

Subtle awareness of presence,

Arrive without prior notice.

A picture of blissful coexistence.
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The Mango Tree
Rashmi Sanyal
I was sitting under a banyan tree. Or perhaps it was a mango tree. My memory fails me there. But, it was very
peaceful. I felt relaxed in the shade and continued working on sweet and delicious mangoes, my favorite fruit. At
a little distance, there were four kids playing - Shiva, Mohan, Jayanti and Shivani. They seemed really happy
and carefree. It felt like the worldly tensions and stress had not hit them yet! There was a ball that they were
tossing at each other. At first, it felt like along with the ball, they were sending each other their love, happiness,
giggles and laughter as well!
I watched them play every single day at the same place and at the same time. Years went by! They grew up;
they were no longer kids but adolescents. It felt like they had gotten into pairs, not just any pair but had turned
into couples. It seemed like “Shiva and Jayanti” on one end and “Mohan and Shivani” on the other. Even
though, they were couples, Mohan sometimes tend to give more attention to Jayanti. Who doesn't like
attention! I was watching them, there was nothing more than pure love and friendly banter between the two but
Shivani disapproved of that. I could still somehow see the ball that they used to play with. And now the same
ball that held love and warmth for each other somehow changed its color. It turned purple and gradually as more
and more time passed by, it turned black. The love had disappeared! The beautiful innocent relationship had
been ruined with the feelings of hatred! The negative energy pushed them apart. I would still sit and wait for
them under the tree at the same time, but I would never find all four of them together anymore. Either it was
“Shiva and Jayanti” or “Mohan and Shivani” but never all of them together! I wouldn't even want to eat my
favorite mangoes anymore! But what could I do? I thought I could bring Jayanti and Shivani to talk to each other,
not to confront but to resolve the misunderstanding! But the negative energy was so deeply ingrained in both of
them by now, that every effort was in vain! They both said stuff to each other that worsened the situation! As I
watched it, I felt the mangoes had started to taste tarter and tasteless than ever before!
Months went by; I would still wait under the tree, rain or shine! Just to see if they got back together! But like any
other wound, this wound also took its own sweet time to heal! I know Shiva and Jayanti really missed Mohan
and Shivani. But Shivani had kept the ball of hatred with her! One fine day, when I was least expecting, I saw
Shivani talking to Jayanti! I couldn’t seem happier. And even the mangoes started to taste sweeter again!
Seemed like the ball was getting lighter again and the darkness was fading! But, I noticed the change! Now
Shivani would talk to Jayanti but there was no friendly banter or even any exchange of word between Jayanti
and Mohan! It felt like the ball of hatred had not changed color, it had only changed hands, earlier it was with
Shivani and now it happened to be with Mohan! I could never understand why Jayanti had to bear the brunt of
the “ball of hatred? Why was her friendliness unaccepted? But, I was happy with the changing season, the taste
of mangoes and friendly reunion! But there was still something missing....
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HINDUISM 106---THOUGHTS ON PRAYER & MEDITATION
Mita Mukherjee
In this article I would like to present some ideas on harnessing the thoughts through meditation and prayer.
MEDITATION: this word is derived from the Latin word, “meditari” meaning “to engage in contemplation or
reflection. By the same token, the Webster dictionary mentions the word, “mete”, meaning boundary; another
word very similar is “mederi” which means to “remedy or heal”, also the Greek word medesthai, means “to be
mindful of”.
In other words, we can put all these definitions together and say that “MEDITATION “is a process of mindfully
engaging in contemplation where there are no boundaries to where the mind can travel, (be able to transcend
the world) and this will result in healing of the mind and body as a whole.
The basic nature of Human beings is to achieve wholeness, or realize the “self” within, it can be called, “atma” in
Hinduism, “Bodhisatwa-or Buddha nature by Buddhists, Tao or spirit consciousness—or realization of “god”
within us.
It is said that only through meditation, or by quieting the mind and then focusing the mind can this awareness be
developed. The ultimate goal is an awareness that supersedes all thoughts and one realizes that he or she is
part of this great universe and there are no boundaries, there is no separation—everybody and everything in this
planet and space is part of a whole and there is no me or mine; I have read about enlightened people like,
Ramana Maharshi, Rama Krishna, Eckhart Tolle, and countless others describe this as an earth shattering
realization, that they suddenly had—and their whole perspective changed in an instant!
However we, with our egocentric senses hold on to our personalities, our material objects for dear life, because
we identify with the world of objects, people and things. Question comes to mind—we ARE separate,-- we have
different names, personalities, we are of different creed and color—how can we all be the same?
Vedanta explains with the example---there can be numerous kinds of pots but they are all made of clay—when
the pot dissolves, only clay is left, similarly, there can be all kinds of gold ornaments, but the gold is inherent,
without the gold there can be no necklace, or bracelet and when the ornaments are melted only gold remains;
similarly the essence of all life is the same, call it supreme consciousness, atma, God –energy—whatever
name—but this enlivening factor in all of us keeps us alive, without it, we are just a physical body. Ultimate goal
of meditation is possibly to realize this great “TRUTH”.
However, daily meditation practices can enhance awareness, mindfulness, focus, intuition and insight.
It is best to find a quiet corner without distractions, wear comfortable clothing, and sit with the back straight, can
be in a chair or on the floor and begin one’s practice; Focusing on the breath in—and out—is a good way to
begin; the mind will be distracted, it is the nature of the mind, when one is aware that it has resumed it’s chatter,
just acknowledge and let it go, no need to feel guilty, there will be a few quiet moments, before one realizes that
the mind has probably gone to the “to-do” list or towards thoughts of food , clothes etc, bring the mind back and
start again. Slowly but surely the mind does quieten down;
Chanting a mantra, or chanting “om” also is helpful. After practicing for a while, silly things don’t matter anymore,
one starts to see the big picture, a positive attitude --- and most of the time that can be the outcome.
PRAYER: The essence of prayer does not consist in asking God for something, but in opening our hearts to
God, speaking with him and living with him in perpetual communion. (Sadhu Sundar Singh)
As children we are taught to pray, and to participate in puja (worship) God ; I was led to believe that if I ask God
for something I will get it, As I grew up I realized that prayer was more of a conversation with God or Bhagwan
as I called the supreme being at that time. “Please Bhagwan, let me pass my exams this time, I will study harder
next time, I remember making all kinds of deals with God;
However with maturity I realized that prayer is the ultimate way of union with the divine presence within us.
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Prayer comes instinctively to all people, from a child to a grown man; When a situation arises where we feel
helpless we turn to prayer, we feel comforted; Scientific studies have shown that humans are “wired for God” so
we can pray as naturally as we breathe!
Swami Chinmayananda says, “prayer is often misunderstood and misused; we consider God an almighty being
remaining somewhere above the clouds, like a tyrant punishing us for our misdeeds, and rewarding us for our
good deeds just to express His omnipotence, on the other hand He is described as a kind and loving
presence—no wonder we are confused. Thus to many of us prayer has been reduced to begging in abject
despair and fear, this is false prayer.
Prayer is not begging, it is an invocation, where we learn to rise above our lower selves and invoke noble and
divine impulses present in all of us. Man is essentially divine—he is God in action but veiled by his ignorance of
his true divine nature.
To unveil this essence in ourselves by discarding all false matter envelopments, to reject our identifications with
our body-mind-intellect—to invoke the pure awareness that shines within us is the highest peak of prayer and
the fabulous summit of meditation.
In conclusion, prayer and meditation are practices that invoke our true selves to be unveiled, and at some point
we will strive to reach the highest goal in life, that is “Moksha” or union with God.

***

Art by Medha Pan – 7 years
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What is the best thing about your life?
Rashmi Sanyal
The other day I and Ronit were driving in the car and I asked, “Ronit, what do you think is the best part about
your life”? He of course ignored me as usual. I threatened, “If I don’t get the answer, don’t expect any bubble
gum from me” and then he finally said, “What did you ask”? I repeated the question, “Ronit, what is the best
thing you like about your life”? He said, “Why do you ask”? I answered, “Just generally”! He said, “Will I get a
bubble gum, if I answer you”? I said, “of course”! He answered, “I get to watch movies, I get to play with my
baby brother and I have all the first four of Harry Potter books”! I kept probing about his best part of life at
6! I coaxed some more! And he oozed out some more cool parts of his life, “I had a great birthday at Family
sports”, “My plants that I planted are sprouting”, “You bought me bubble gums”.
I sat there driving and thinking how simple and innocent things make Ronit’s life so beautiful! I looked out at the
clear azure sky. I started to question myself, “What is the best part of my life”? I looked around and there were
trees along both sides of the road. But, the leaves had fallen down and the branches were bare and dry. I
thought to myself, I am glad that I am not a dry tree! I was in DC couple of weeks ago and it was extremely cold
and snowy! I saw a guy sleeping outside on a road in a sleeping bag, where it was hard to stay out even for few
minutes at night! Even though I was clad in warm clothes, I felt really cold but blessed!
I am glad that I can breathe! Getting pneumonia last Winter was for sure not the finest part of my life either!
Feeling of breathlessness sucks! But the two beautiful gems, my kids that for sure make my life more than
beautiful! I can’t imagine my life without them! Those for sure are the highlight of my life! The best part of my life!
How about you? What is the best part of your life?

***
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Shohini Ghosh,
।

GRI, Realtor

Shohini.ghosh@coloradohomes.com
www.coloradohomes.com/shohini.ghosh
Cell #720-217-8516
Fax#303-740-8328

Homes are my business
thinking of Buying/Selling your
home

।

Call me today
@720-217-8516
*
Cash in on this great Seller’s market

।
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Sunset by Shreesha Halder – 8 years
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A SILENT NIGHT—in Luanda
Mita Mukherjee
Stark darkness and absolute silence woke me up with a start!
“Where am I?” was the first thought that hit me. It took me a moment to realize that I was in a big mansion,
alone, in a foreign country, in Luanda, Angola in South Africa;
This was the first time, I was alone in the house at night, my husband had gone on a business trip for a couple
of days; There was no telephone in the house, we were given walkie-talkies and if we needed something, we
were supposed to press the button and call for the “segura-guarda”—the security guards. The house or mini
mansion as I called it --was quite large for two people; It was 2 stories high, a large kitchen, 2 living areas on the
ground floor; 4 bedrooms and an attic room on the top. Just closing and locking all the doors and windows was
a chore at night; consequently we just used 2 rooms, upstairs—our bedroom and the puja room (worship area).
The language was Portuguese; my vocabulary included 2 words-“bon-dia” good morning/day and “bo-noitche”
good night! By the end of our stay I had mastered enough Portuguese to get my point across, but at that time I
was pretty ignorant;
As I lay there, I tried to figure out what had woken me up. The generator!
This was the year, 1998; Angola was a war-torn nation; There was a constant fight between the government
officials and the rebel leader Savimbi; We as ex-patriots (foreigners from the US) were given nice houses, with
one guard who was there all day and a night guard who was there at night.
Just like my hometown of Kolkata, in Luanda, electricity like a guest artist would come and go fleetingly, so at
night the whirring of the generator was a welcome sound. This was November, which was summer in Luanda,
and without the air-conditioning, the air became stifling hot. At night when the electricity went out the night guard
usually turned the generator on.
I sat up getting ready to yell at the guard to start the generator ; it had happened a couple of times before, when
the guard had fallen asleep near the gate and I had seen my husband yell from the veranda and the guard
usually ran to start the generator which was at the back of the house. I was trying to remember the night guard’s
name---“what was it? Paolo? No that is the name of the day guard,” at this point I had swung the veranda door
open, patchy moonlight greeted me; some instinct made me freeze!
The gate was wide open! It was supposed to be locked at night! I peeped over the banister. Three men had the
night guard, Ricardo—(yes that was his name!-)-surrounded; they were talking to him in harsh whispers, of
course I couldn’t understand a word they were saying, but it didn’t bode well, the hair at the back of my neck
stood up as unnatural fear gripped me. This seemed like an attack, maybe they were bandits, but how did they
get in? I heard a soft thud—it seemed like one of them had punched Ricardo, and he lay on the floor writhing
with pain, while the men seemed to be arguing among themselves.
My mind screamed for me to take action! I seemed to be rooted to the spot!
All of a sudden I seemed to come alive.
Some instinct made me grab the walkie- talkie and my purse, which I always kept by my bedside and I ran to the
far bathroom; There were two bathrooms on this floor one had a shower and the other one had a bathtub; Some
instinct made me grab the black shawl that I always slept with;
I tip-toed into the bathroom and closed and locked the door. I got into the bathtub, pulled the curtain and
covered myself with shawl, hoping that they wouldn’t be able to discern me in the inky darkness;
I tried frantically to press the button on the walkie talkie, whispering “sugura-guarda—danger—danger!” Too late
I realized I should have at least learned the Portuguese word for danger or “S.O.S”
All I could hear was crackling or static in the air;
My heart was beating so loudly, I was panting—what would happen to me? I was alone—totally alone in this
country, I didn’t even know the language, I couldn’t even plead with them and say “take everything! Spare my
life”—there was not much to take anyway, all my valuables were back in the USA— $500 in bills was in my
purse; I wanted to see my children again, I wanted to see my mother, sister---husband!
Suddenly I heard footsteps, whispers, rattling of doors; we usually kept the doors of the rooms closed;
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I had heard stories of robberies, where the maids would let the bandits in and they looted everything but didn’t
harm anyone; I hoped this was the case; I sat with bated breath, footsteps sounded right outside my door— I
started chanting all the mantras that came to my mind—every minute expecting the door to the bathroom to
burst open! —after a long terrifying moment, the noises receded a bit;
Again I punched the button and whispered, “sugura-guarda—robbers-attacking I am in danger—danger-please
help ! HELP!’
A perfectly clear voice came across—“yes madam—you say robbers?-what is the address?”
What is my address? My mind went blank! “Mukherjee—Mita Mukherjee –address—I can’t”
“Mukherjee—Hemanta?” he asked.
“yes! YES!” “Ok, we will send guards right away—are you in danger?—stay where you are—don’t panic—okdon’t worry. They will there as soon as possible” The voice clicked off;
I sighed with relief, my body sagged—but I was not out of the woods yet, I cautiously got out of the bathtub and
opened the door a tad.
Tiptoeing to the stairs, I peered through the banisters; I heard clinking of bottles, and glasses and laughter; the
electricity still hadn’t come on. Pale candle light cast dark shadows on their rough figures and made grotesque
shadows on the walls.
They seemed to be having a good time—we had inherited a cache of alcoholic beverages from our
predecessors, so the robbers seemed to be demolishing the whiskey and rum etc etc—reminded me of the
book, Treasure island;
Suddenly the door burst open and about five police men walked in with their guns drawn—a shout went up and
the robbers tried to use Ricardo as a shield and tried to back out—however the policemen were shouting orders
and all of a sudden Ricardo jumped up and kicked his captor in the head—whirled around and kicked another
guy—by then the police had them cornered—it was like watching a movie—I heaved a sigh of relief and went
back to my puja room, thanking the Gods for saving me from such a chilling encounter!
The main police man came to check on me—“madame are you ok?’
“Yes Yes—thank you thank you!” I said gratefully.
Rest of my stay in Luanda was uneventful—I really enjoyed it there, made a lot of friends; added to my life
experiences!

।
।
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শারদীয় উৎসব
উপলক্ষে মিলনীর সদক্ষসেক্ষদর
অক্ষশষ প্রীমি ও শুক্ষেছা
জানাই

জয়দ্বীপ ও রমি ভেৌমিক
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Question:

Will your retirement portfolio live as long as you?

An Answer:

If you still have at least $1,000,000 of investable assets
you are invited and encouraged to seek solutions!
Consider a private dinner at a restaurant of your choice
(one-on-one... not a seminar) with investment strategists
Sanjoy Dasgupta and Susan Perron.
Dinner is on us. No obligation.

Who we are:

We are very selective asset gatherers.
We are responsible wealth managers.
We are retirement specialists.

Check us out at: www.dasgupta-perron.com
Call: 303.486.1622 or
Email: sue@dasgupta-perron.com

•••
5445 DTC PARKWAY ••• SUITE 1025 ••• GREENWOOD VILLAGE CO 80111
303.486.1622
•••
Registered Representative, Securities offered through Cambridge Investment Research Inc.,
A Broker/Dealer, Member FINRA/SIPC, Investment Advisor Representative,
Cambridge Investment Research Advisors, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor.
Cambridge and Dasgupta & Perron are not affiliated.
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Kolkata Street Food – Phuchka and Churmur
Roshmi Bhaumik
When I was a kid, I used to live in South Kolkata. The Rabindrasarovar lake was just a block away from our
apartment building. A phuchkawala would come every afternoon around 4pm and set up his wicker stand across
the street from the lake. He carried on his head, a huge wicker basket covered with a red cloth. He would set the
basket on top of the stand. Under the red cloth of this basket were the secret ingredients that made the
phuchkas and churmurs absolutely addictive.
Most Bengalis argue that they can never make the above dishes taste as mouth-watering as the phuchkawalas
do. There is a common joke that this is entirely due to the vendor’s special “hands” and everything that comes
with it.

The phuchkawala, used to, successfully, lure the school children, returning home and the people who used to
come to stroll around the lake, in the evening. People would crowd around the stand in small groups. The dark
skinned tall man only showed his white teeth in approval. Conversations were minimal. Showing the number of
phuchkas was good enough for him. He would make bowls out of dry “shaal” leaves with a toothpick-like thin
piece of stick to hold the shape. This would be distributed to all the customers. He would then start mixing stuff
in his dented aluminium deep-dish. First the boiled potatoes and then the boiled chickpeas were hand mashed
into smoother dough like consistency. His hands would then run swiftly picking various masalas from the small
containers hidden below the red cloth as if to stealthily add the final touch to floor his customers. Then the thin
crisp balls, “phuchkas”, would be popped by the thumb of his left hand. A small portion of the mixture will be
stuffed in it. Finally it would be dunked in the huge earthen pot of tamarind water and delivered to the expectant
group in perfect order. I found the hardest part was to keep up with his rate of supplying. Even before I had
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finished relishing the one in my mouth , he was done with his round and had come back to me. I felt pressured
not to miss my share and it became an exercise in gobbling…
I, personally, preferred the slight variation of phuchka , the less known churmur, which I could relish slowly all
the way home without the fear of losing some of the phuchkas to faster gobbling friends. Of course I have to
admit that it had lot less tamarind water than its cousin. But we make compromises in life and I opted for the
long-lasting one! Basically it was the magical mixture plus the crisp round phuchkas crumbled into it and some
tamarind water enough to make it moist and entirely irresistable. You don’t believe me? Just try it  

***

Art by Rajarshi Bose
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Best Wishes from our Donors
Siddhartha and Gayatri Baral
Rathin & Mira Basu
Raghu & Soma Bhattacharya
Shubhadeep & Baishakhi Chakraborty
Tripureswar Chattopadhyay
Kaushik & Arjita Dam
Suman & Priya Dutta
Debayan Majumdar
Malay Nandi & Sarita Misra
Joydeep and Anuradha Mukherjee
Hemanta & Mita Mukherjee
Souvik & Tuhina Nandi
Avi & Arundhuti Parakayasta
Deepak & Suhita Sinha
Alpana Chaudhuri Sinha & Krishna Sinha
Sourav and Priyanka Sinha
Sumit & Surupa Sur
Jason and Kathi Weaver
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ফলে সঞ্জয়লে সুলে সাছলেই মানুষ েলেছছলেন তাো। ছেন্তু
ছেছু

ছেছু

ছিনগত বৈছিষ্ট্য সস তাে ৈাৈাে োছ সেলে

সেলয়ছছে। তাে মলযয সেমন ছছে ছনলিলে েষ্ট্ েলে প্রছতছিত
েোে স্বপ্ন
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। ছেন্তু সসগুলোে
োলছ এলগালনাে আলগই এেটা সগােমাে শুনলত সেে সস।
োো সেন মদ্যে অৈস্থায় ঝগড়া েেলছ। এেটা োমোে
গালয় েুছেলয় েড়াে েে েোৈােতা শুলন সস ৈুঝলত োেে
এো

সমািছৈলোযী
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Feline Philosophy
Rathin Basu
Preface: Recently, my brother suddenly came across a copy of our high school magazine from over half a
century ago. He scanned and forwarded to me an article in there that was a translation of a chapter called
) rataaa aemnK aaamaK ( by the

(Biral) from the famous satirical fiction
famous writer

(Sri Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay) . Since I was the

infamous translator, I figured it might be fun to share it with you all.

As I was drowsing overa mild but energizing pull at my hkk ah, which was sending forth swirling
smokes above creating weird figures in the air, my mind suddenly caught upon the chances of my
success at Waterloo had I had the role of the Duke of Wellington to play! My heroic reverie was
suddenly battered by a bellowing “Meeao”.
“What! Wellington! What for? You had had great honors that the nation could give. West Minister
Abbey was not enough for you! Do you grudge my rivalry and my daaY-tham that the nation might
erect for me?
“Meeao”
I cleared my vision and gradually realized that it was none else but a cat that had finished all the
milk in my cupboard and had come to vaunt her victory under my very nose. What should I say, I
could not decide. Whose milk was this? It was neither of my father nor of the milk maid, but of
the cow to which I and the cat had the same right. There was nothing to be enraged at. But
tradition tells us that whenever you find a cat, chase her with a stick irrespective of her intentions.
I could not possibly bring curse on my tribe by breaking this tradition, nor could I bear the idea of
being dubbed a coward. So, much against my will, I set aside the hookah and, with great difficulty
getting hold of a broken leg of a charpoy, was about to hurl at it when with complete nonchalance
and in a clear silvery tone she said “Strike, but hear”.
I was spellbound. She continued, “You men taste milk, butter, curd, fish, and flesh from far and
near, and we are to starve because you are men and we are cats! Where is the difference
between cats and men? The same hunger prompts us to be in quest of food. Nature has provided
us with four feet and fleet which expedite our search. Call it theft if you like, but I am highly
benefited by drinking your milk and you have acquired great merit in heaven through the satisfaction
of my appetite. So, I am the source of your virtue.”
“Am I a thief, and if so, is it my choice? People having plenty to eat and drink and to lay by
do not willingly part with even the crumbs of their bread to feed the poor, but they will spend
millions to entertain the oppulent. There are, no doubt, few exceptions; they will import cats of
lordly tribe from Newzeland or America and lavishly spend for their maintenance, the only purpose
of which is to make a parade of their wealth. The surplus wealth of the rich and the hoarded gold
of the miser can well be spent on the common cat”
My patience almost came to an end and I cried out, “Tarry ye learned quadruped! Your words
sound either socialistically communistic or communistically socialistic, which I can not quite decipher.
But one thing I understand; the rich should try to be richer by all means to make the country
richer. Society should raise its standard of living in that way.”
At this the cat showed her teeth and burst out, “Do you raise the standard at the cost of life?
What do I care for your standard of life if I starve?”
The attitude of the cat was not very encouraging. It is useles to try to convince a dilectician or a
judge if they are bent on not to understand. I conceded her that right of immunity.
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She continued, “If a judge is to punish a thief, laws should be so framed that the judge should
starve for three days and, during this period if he does not feel the necessity of saving his life
even by stealing, then only punishment will be lawful.”
When defeated in a wrangle, the wise should end in homily. I told her, “If you want to improve
your soul, I can supply you with a number of treatises on social justice including the collection of
my lectures which have run into millions.”
Perhaps in the mean time my milk was acting on her brain and she appeared to be appeased.
She crouched and waved her tail and said, “If I get milk I need no books, for who would be able
to understand books without milk or the like?”
I relapsed into my reverie once again but without the hookah and wondered whether the cat was
contemplating an all India Federation of Cats!
Rathin Basu, Class XB
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Art is not what you see, but what you make others see
Shohini Ghosh - www.shohini.com
Fall is always peppered with college admissions, parents decorating teenager’s first dorm rooms and freshman
posting pictures of their first wild parties with or without their parent’s knowledge on Instagram and Facebook.
The freedoms of young adulthood that will now remain with you on your life’s long journey that each human set
out on.
Takes me back 25 odd years when I was graduating high school from St. Xavier’s Mumbai. A most prestigious
ceremony organize in the historic St. Xavier’s Campus in Mumbai. Bright eyed very opinionated and full of
adventure, nervously giggling at realization that life as a teenager was fast becoming a part of my history. What
was to be my future?
I chose sculpture at a time when all around me the multitude thronged to join Medicine or Engineering colleges.
Going against the tide and picking art as a vocation was not a second option but more a life calling this I knew
would be infinitely challenging every waking day of my life and would give me the most peace. I pursued
Sculpture at J.J. school of art Mumbai.
Rewarded for non-conforming by being invited by the University to lecture the graduating class of 1994 at the
University of Mumbai, India; I was the youngest professor in the University of Mumbai in the 1990’s. I am an
American Sculptor of Indian origin now. My art is usually a stylistic representation of genre subjects.
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I create sculptures in bronze that can be best described as Figurative, stylistic representation of moments in
life, a zeitgeist of my surroundings. I use the human body to express and create physical images as a metaphor
for the language of the soul (life-force), the illustration of our uniqueness as a human race, our quest to build
families, communities and societies that define our existence.
A little excerpt of a famous poem for our creative minds as to what is important in life:
Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high;
Where knowledge is free; Where the world has not been broken up
into fragments by narrow domestic walls;
Where words come out from the depth of truth; Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection;
Follow your dreams as I believe everyone wants Happiness, no one wants pain, But remember you cannot see
rainbows without a little rain.
My sculptures around the world.

Bronze Sculpture “Aspirations” In Gillette WI
Bronze ‘Gossip’ Sioux falls SD & Breckenridge CO

Bronze ‘Cut’ Lords Cricket Club UK

10’ Bronze ‘Class Act’ Changchun China
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www.stauferteam.com

932 Main Street, Louisville, CO 80027

303-664-0000

Our Colorado Licensed
Realtors have over 175 years
of experience selling real estate.
We have extensive market
knowledge of the Boulder,
Broomfield, Jefferson, & Weld
County areas.
Whether you need help buying,
selling, or leasing property,
we would love to help you with
all of your real estate needs.

The BIG RED TRUCK is available to our clients and to non-profits for FREE!

Staufer Team Real Estate
932 Main Street
Louisville, CO 80027
Office: 303-664-0000
Fax: 303-664-0007
Email: info@stauferteam.com

